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}).render('4c4d856e0e6f4e3d808bbc1715e132f6'); }); Jerusalem’s street merchants rejected Wednesday a new demand by the

French to offer proof they were not selling goods on the Sabbath, with one saying the issue of whether goods were prohibited on
the Jewish holiday is “between us and God.”The French Commerce Minister, Matthias Fekl, expressed “regret” that Israel’s

Union of Jewish Departments of Stores (JUDO) refused to sign an agreement with the French Jewish umbrella body, the CRIF,
to allow the French trade office to enforce a law that prohibits the sale of goods on the Sabbath.The accord had been accepted
by the two sides in July.Since then, however, JUDO has not signed the accord, arguing that its members would be forced to act

as arbitrators between individual sellers and customers on the issue of the sale of goods on the Sabbath.In addition, JUDO
claimed the CRIF had refused to allow it to present its members to the French trade office.On Wednesday, Fekl said his office
hoped JUDO would reconsider its decision.“We are watching and awaiting the results of this reflection,” he said. “We would be

happy to sign the agreement that was accepted by both sides and allow France to enforce its law and for Israeli merchants to
operate under the principles of freedom.”Fekl said he hoped Israeli commerce would be ready to meet “the request of our friend

and ally,” adding that there was “no legal basis for our refusal to sign.”JUDO spokesman Eran Wolf said that the issue of the
sale of goods on the Sabbath was “between us and God.”“This is an issue for the rabbinate, not the commerce ministry,” he said,

noting that the issue was settled hundreds 82157476af
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